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FOREWORD

Data reduction ai.d computer operations for this project were carried out

under Contract AF41(609)l15h, with Teledyne Systems Corporation, Hawthorne,

California. Dr. Eli S. Flyer monitored the contract for the Personnel Research
Laboratory.
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To gain information that might be useful in improving airman claSsificution,
29 predictor variables were evaluated by multiple regression techniques against
a criterion of satisfactory performance during the first 2 years of enlistment. Vari-
ables included personal data, educational and aptitude data, peer ratings, and an
mnstructor evaluation collected during baisic training. The criterion was high Airman
Performance Rating vs low rating or discharge. Samples were drawn from 15 career
fields. Predictive equations were derived for the full population and for ea,.h career-
field srample. In all but 2 career fields prediction was; improvei by equations based
(W thc .areer-ficld samples, but a full-population equation was judp•d more imme-
d1.itely useful.

Avc,.rds: airman career field, leb proficiency criteria, mathematical predic-

tion, aptitude tests, peer rating-, multiple regression techniques.

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

John V. Patterson, Jr., Col, USAF A. Carp
(Commander Technical Directo.

Hq 6570th Personnel Research Laboratory
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I'lIlE) I(T'i(N rY (ARE'EI FIEI) OF1 FIRST "rEIRM AIRMAN MlIFBI-MANCEI

FR1OM SEIA.L(,X'ION AND BASIC TRAINING VAHIABIIIS

I. INTRIIOIIUCTION

Results from a reclnt investigation' (Flyer, 1963) have shown that ir is now possible to

evaluate new airmen with a fair amount of accuracy, in terms of their potential worth to the Air

Air Force, (huring their first month of active duty. Preservice educational level, reference

information concerning high school adjustment, and peer evaluations made during basic military

training can be combined in a single success-potential index that predicts unsuitability dis-

charge and ut.satisfactory [-.rformance on the job with a useful degree of precision. "This

screening device was developed without regard to the specific occupation to which the airman

wus assigned, and, accordingly, could be viewed as a predictive composite score applicable

across the wide variety of Air Force occupations.

The po-ssibility exists that among Air Force occupations different demands are made

upon individuals, and that variables predictive of good adjustment in one occupation may be

unrelated to adustment in another. If this is found to be the case, special predictive scores

could be obtained for individuals indicating their likelihood for success in occupa:ion A, B, C,

and so forth. Improved classification procedures could be developed to maximize the likelihood

of successful performance by more appropriate persotnel assignments, and would result in a

general increase in the level of effective airman performance. The purpose of this investigation

i.; to explore the possibilities for classification purposes of information bearing on preservice

educitional level and performance during basic military training, as well as the usual aptitude

meavsures.

2. PIREDICTOR VARIABL•S

Selection and Cla. ssifiefAtion Information

Recruits are s•lected and classified for Air Force duty primarily on the basis of preservice

educational level, Airman Qualifying Examination (AQE) scores, and the Armed Forces Quali-

ficatior. Test (L FQT). The AQE plays the largest single role in clattsification, and airmen

enter the Air Force assigned to any one of four job areas: mechanical, administrative, general.

or electronics. Assignment to specific occupr -ional training occurs during basic military train-

ing and is based upon the individual's aptitud score in the job area he is assigned to as well

as the iLptitude score minimums that have bee, established for specific occupational training.

The selection and classification variabl s selected for study are listed in Table 1. Edu-

catioral level, age, and information concerning high school courses taken were based upon

enlistment records.

'In many respects the present study is a follow-on of the earlier investigation. A more
tompltce ,d. scription of the predictor and criterion variablees i.; presented in the earlier

report.



Table I. Correlation nf Predictor Variables With
SaliNf&,ctor-,Imu,'t ~tieiory Airman Performance

(Sampf-: 110.8)2 airme, entis:ing .4 uk 19.9-May 1960asxigned to Strategs'c Att Coomrand)

VARIABLE MEAN SO VALIDITYa

Select'on & Classfication

I Educational level l1.5" l.!3 .
2 Age at enlistment 18.28 1.49 ,18
3 AFQT 59.42 22.18 .25
4 AQE Mechanical AT 51.09 22. iL .12
5 AQE General Al 53.80 20.78.
6 AQE Administrntive Al 52.89 19.55
7 AQE -Acnronics AT 50.23 22.60 .23
8 Height 69.19 2.53 .05
9 Weight 1.49.48 21.65 .05

1 Marital status (married) at enlistment .04 .19 .01
II HS Algebra .73 .44 .13

2I HS Geometr7 ,45 .50 .14
13 HS Trigonometry .14 .34 .11
14 HS Physics .26 .44 .10
15 HS Chemistry .32 .47 .11
16 IMS Typing .42 .49 .10

Basic Military Training

17 Tries hard to succeed .41 10.06 .36
18 Cooperative .20 8.72
19 Likes to be with people .18 8.32 .02
20 Calm .21 7.69 .26
21 Acts bright and alert -. 03 9.66 .27
22 Good nptured .17 8.28 .30
23 Seldom excited and angry .13 8.18 .26
24 Adventurous .11 R.dl .05
25 Physically strong .20 10.84 .15
26 Accepts responsibility .12 9.85 .34
27 Most likely to succeed .37 10.62 .32
28 Tact'cal Instructor evaluation .72 1.11 .13

Criterion

29 Satisfactory vs unsatisfactory .75 .43

"Biser'al coefficients for continuous predictors (1-9, 17-27); phi coefficients for
dichotomous predictors (10-16,28).



EvaluatioM DhurinB. DMic Military Trair .,g

During the 15th day of basic. training, airme.: i. each flipht (average flight size is about
60 airmen) are required to rate each other for 11 bijvlar characteris!ics. Each flight member
identifies the five airmen he considers to be best d .scritb d by a given characteristic, and five

who are best described by its opposir, i.e., five "strong," and five "weak." Net scores are

obtained for each individual by summing the number of times he is rated as possessing _ Riven

characteristic and subtracting from this total the number of timet, he is rated as possessing the
opposite characteristic. Through this procedure an individual obthins I I peer-rating sores

ranging from + 59 to -59 (the :ndividual does not rate himself). The pee!-rating form used in
data collection is shown in Appendix 1.

A tactical instructor (TI) evaluation is also obtained at the 15th Jay of trainifig. In this
raring procedure the TI classifies the 60 airmen it, his flight into three groups 'upper, middle, and

lower) in tern's of estimated success potential. In the analyses of these data the upper tw• groups

Are combined and compared with the low group. The variables art, listed in Tabl]e,

3. AIRMAN PERFORMANCEF CRITERIA

Although the full 4-year enlistment will provide more complete airman performance data,

information is available at the 2-year ma'rk that is useful as an intermediate criterion. In this

irvestigation airmen were evaluated throtv;h operational performance report ratings and un-

suitability discharge status. Two criterion groups were formed: (a) "satisfactory airmen"
were those rated by their supervisors as "very good" or better in terms of their overall per-

formance, and (b) "unsatisfactory airmen" were those rated less favorably, or discharged for
unsuitability.

Table 2. Dlstribatio. of Casem by Perfomamee Category

PERFORMANCE NUMBER OF PERCENT OF
CATEGORY CASES TOTAL

Outstanding tl 5 7.5

Exceptional 2,F -7 26.6

Very good 4,465 41.3
60!, 1,425 13.2

Marginal, unsatisfactory 31 .3
Unsuitability discharge 1,199 i 1.1

Total 10,812 100.0

In this treatment, airmen rat-3. by their supervisors as "good" were assigned to the

unsatisfactory group. The mair icason for this placement was the evidence that "marginal"
and "uasitisfactorv" airmen had received inflated ratings in the sample studied. The usual

expectancy is S percent in these .,iwr-r rating citegories when performance report data are
(',llected under confidential ai re'eearch conditions. For the sample studied, where evalua-
tion- were based upon the offi, isli performance report in the airman's Personnel file, only .3

,ercent of the airmen were rated as marginal or unsatisfactory. Table 2 provides information

concerning th, distribution of performance evaluations and unsuitabi~ity discharges.



4. POPULATION

The population consisted of 10,812 airmen ertering the Air Force August 1959 throughSMay 1960 who were assigned to Strategic Air fConianad. and for wh, m all of the following sets

of data were available.

a. Selection and classification variables

b. Basic training peer rati..gs and TI evaluation

c. Unsuitability discharge information or performance reports accomplished at
about the 2-year service mark

S. PROCEDURE

The statistical procedures applied to the predictor and criterion data available for the
airman population were the following:

a. Computing an intercorrelation matrix for all predictor variables and the criterion.

b. Performing a regression analysis to develop a single composite score predictive
of the sati s fi:tory-unsatisfactory performance criterion.

c. Obtaining distributions of the composite score separately for satisfactory and
unsatisfacto.y airmen.

d. Sorting the population into a number of ocupational groups and computing an
ibitercorrelAtion matrix for all predictor variables and the criterion separately for each,

orcupational group.

e. Performing a regression analysis for each occupaional group separately to develop
a single composite score for each occupation predictive of satisfactory-unsatisfactory per-

formance in that occupation.

f. Computing the validity of the population-derived composite score for each occupa-

tional group.

g. Computing the validities of the composite score developed for each occupational
group for all ccupotional groups.

6. R1MINT ANID DWIMION

",bie complete intewcorrelation matrix for predictor and criterion dnta is shown in Table 6,
Appendix If. The variables included in the analysis and their validities in predicting airman

performance are shown in Table I. The regression analysis procedure applied to the marr:%

resulted in a two-variable solution using an iterative stop criterion of .006 gain in the squared

multiple correlation (RM). The two variables, in order of their contribution to prediction, were:
(a) peer-rating variable "T:ic ,rd to succeed"; and (b) educational level.

A composite score war veloped for all caserjn the population from statistical weights

assigned to the two variables. Table 3 provides a distribution of the, composite score obtained

separately for satisfactory and unsatisfactory airmen. Unsatisfactory performance rates varied

from 9 percent in the highest composite score interval to 75 percent in the lowest.
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Table 3. Distrihutiont of a (Cmposite Scorel Derived for an
Airman Population by Multiple Regremioo Asaly-oi-

COMPOSITE PERCENT
SCORE SA71SFACTORY UNSATI FACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

96 and higher 460 46 9
90-95 5G2 59 11
84-89 1466 195 12
78-83 2765 521 16
72-77 976 330 25
66-71 783 381 33
60-65 559 340 38
54-'9 304 258 46
48-53 167 214 59
42-47 86 130 60
36-41 49 76 61
30-35 23 53 70
29 and .ower 17 52 75

Total 8157 2655 25

Mean 77.88 66.96

Standard Deviation, 13.85
rpbts - .34, rbis -47

aVariabl-s weighted in this composite score are peer rating for "Tries hard to succeed"
and educational level.

The results at this stage of the investigation weft almost identical with the findings
obtained in the earlier study. The peer-ratinS variable "Tries hard to succeed" and educa-
tional level provided the best two-variable composite in both analyses.

The sample was sorted into 15 occupational Stoups (based upon career field identifica-
tion) each with 200 cases or more. The groups selected, and successful performance rates for
each, are shown in Table 4. Means, standard deviations, and validities obtained within occupa-
rtinal group for all predictor variables are shown in Tables 7-9, Appendix 11.' Results from the
regression analysis performed for each occupational group are shown in Table 5, as well as
the validity of the population-derived composite score when applied to each of the 15 occusa-
tional groups.

The findings presented in Table 5 show that for many occupational groups there is a
s,!bstantial improvement in performance prediction obtained with the occupation-derived
composite score as compared with the population-derived score. Also, as is shown in Table 10,
Appendix I!, there are occasions when the occupation-derived score is more valid for other
occupations than the population-derived score.

2Matrices computed for each occupational group are available to qualified requesters
from the (,570th Prrsonnel Research Laboratory (PRE), Box 1IS7, Lackland AFII, Texas.
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Tab~e 4. Stisfactory Performance Rate. by Occupational Groups

CAREER NUMBER OF PERCENT
FIELD DESCRIPTION CASES SATISFACTORY

29 Communication Operations 122 78

30 Communication a-Electronic Systems 983 87

31 Missile Electronic Maintenance 252 89

32 Armament Systems Maintenance and 449 86
Operations

42 Aircraft Accessory Maintenance 624 78

43 Aircraft Maintenance 1423 77

53 Metal Working 350 70

54 Facilities 325 79

57 Fire Protection 213 57

60 Transportation 228 62

64 Supply 1036 75

70 Administration 914 73

73 Personnel 257 89

77 Air Police 1254 66

90 Medical 323 71

Tabje 5. Validities of the GCrp-Defived and Popelatio-Derived
CoMpeslte Sea. ft eeach Oeequational Gsup

OROU.DERI YES COMPOITE POPULATION.ERIVED COMPOSITECAREER

FIELD MEAN sO VALIDITY@ MEAN SO VALIDITYN

29 77.30 19.58 .74 76.s9 13.74 .59
30 37.32 6.28 .32 81.73 10.61 .32
31 88.97 9.A6 .59 62.48 10.85 .46
32 35.78 8.04 .40 82.68 9.61 .30
42 78.12 11.835 43 77.62 12.16 .36
43 76.96 13.n .45 74.84 12.73 .41

53 69.47 17.30 .51 72.15 14.65 .45
54 78.36 12.84 .47 73.06 12.67 .40
57 56.39 24.99 .65 65.51 16.02 .47
60 61.73 21.34 .57 67.31 16.45 .54
64 74.49 13.95 .45 71.89 13.96 .42
70 72.20 17.32 .54 72.94 14.27 .52

73 87.71 11.74 .74 77.96 11.44 .60

77 65.71 12.91 .36 72.14 14.23 .36

90 70.23 18.84 .57 78.16 12.39 .38

"Diserial correlation.
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If similar results are obtained for new samples, the special equations might offer a sub-
stantial improvement over the population-derived equation. The likelihood of this occurring is

not too favorabie. There is a substantial relationship between the number of cases in the oc-
cupational group and die increase in validity. Of tie five occupations with gains in validity
of .11 and higher, four had sample sizes of 260 cases or less. For the six occupations with
gain% of less than .05, all but one involved a sample size of 900 or more. This finding suggests
"over fitting" for tho smaller samples by capitalizing on error variance in regression analysis
and the likelihood of lowered validities in a cross validation sample. The results ,rL not
definitive, however, and further investigations are necessary.

There are sizable difference, in validity among the occupational groups for the population-
derived composite score. Some of the differences can be attributed to restrictions in variance
resulting from the classification procedure used to assign airmen. For example, the population-
derived composite score was least valid for the 30 and 32 career fields, which also have the
lowest composite score variances.

"There is a possibility that special equations may prove superior to a population-derived
equation, and that performance in one career field may be better predicted than performance in
another. While additional investigations are called for, the level of predictive accuracy achieved
with only educational level and one peer-rating variable is high enough to be operationally use-

ful. Beginning July 1965 airman classification will be accomplished at the 20th day of training
by means of computer processing. When this procedures is instituted, the use of peer-rating
data for classification becomes feasible. It will be of co-siderable value to zestrict the assign-
ment of potentially unsatisfactory airmen so that they are not assigned to high-risk occupations
or those involving expensive technical training.

REFERENCE

Fl -r, E. S. Prediction of unsuitability rmong first-term minmea from aputitde ki sea, sigA
school reference data, and basic waimin5 evulmutims. Lackland Air Force ..ase, Texas:

6570th Personnel Research Laboratory. Aerospace Medical Divisiae, June 1963.
(PRL-TDR-63-17, DDC Document AD.420 530)
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APPENDIX 1: Peer Rating Form

Date

Name Your Roster No._
Lost First Middle Initial

Serial Number Flight No._

This Is a peer or "Buddy" rating operation, a procedure that is commonly used in the Army, Navy, and

the Air Force. including the Air Academy. Attached also iri a copy of thi- roster for your flight. This
roster sheet contains the names of all men in your flight during the first week of basic training. You will

use this roster in making your ratings. Here is how you proceed.

1. FIrst print your name, serial number, and flight number at the top of this page. Then look at the roster.

You will see a roster number printed on th• left side of ecch name. Find your name and print your roster
aumber in the upper right hand corner of :this sheet.

2. Now lock at the first statement printed below: "Tries hard to succeed in basic training." "Jnderneath

this statement there are five boxes. We war.t you to look at the roster, find the names and numbers of the
five men most like this statement, and write their -tmbers in the bores. You must puzt down the numbers of
FIVE men-NO MORE OR NO FEWER. Then rei.. itatement number 2: "Doesn't try to succeed in basic

training." Find the names and numbers of the FIVE men who are most like this statement and write their
numbers in the five boxes below the statement. Continue reading the statements and writing in the numbers
of the FIVE men who are most like each statement. Finish each one before going on to the next.

3. Note the following special instructions.

a. Do not include yourself in any of the ratings.

b. If you feel uncertain about the correctness of some of your ratings, put a check mark underneath the

box containing the numbers of the men in question.

c. The roster has the names of men in your flight during the first week of basic training. Some men

named on the roster may have left the flight since that time. You may include these men in your
ratings if you want to. However, no.nes of men entering your flight since the first week of training
are not included on the roster, and these men will not be rated.

d. When you have finished both sides of this sheet, go back and make sure that you have written in the

numbers of FIVE men for ench statement. On items 15 and 16 you must have ten for each statement.

e. If your name is not on the roster, use "X" as your roster number.

f. You are to think carefully about each rating as these may be the basis for future assiqnments. Each
space will be completed in full. An incomplete answer will lawez your scorel

Trieo hard to succeed in basic training 2. Doesn't try to succeed In basic training -

_ _ 'I _ _ I _ _ I I -
Coopert.- nnd helps tllqht membera in 4. Uncooperative and goofs off on CG parties

GI parties and other do-tails at d other details

-~I

RL HO VFOH 0-12 SUPERSEDES WAOO-O FORM 1081 WHICH IS OBSOLETE
.AH 52



S. ".ko. to be with people, good mixer 6. Lkes to be aloneI J i ____________ !

7. Calm. "what's the (use about?" attitude, 8. Worries a lot, easily upset. nervous, over-
does not woM7 ub"Wt illness, doesn't become anx~aus, always tired, complains about not

sovr-tired, stwe of himself, doesn't become feeling well, luases over Illness, hurts,
very upset In an &:qumont, emotionally stable bodily symptoms a great deal, gets emotion-

al (exctted, afraid, mad, sad) or embarrassed
(blu..hes, falls to pieces) easily, unstable

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I .1711! ..

9. Acts br•ght and ai%.rt, catches on quickly 10. , too bright and t.lert, catches on slowly

11. Seljom gets excited and anqry 12. Frequently gets .ct.d and angry

13. Uodest, unassuming. Not likely to toel a secret 14. L.oudauth, "Knv.w Ital., Brags too much.
Not likely to keep a secret.

IS. List 10 in order that you consider MOST LIKELY 16. List I0 In order that you cons.-der LEAST
to succeed In the Air Force (Example: First LIKELY to succeed in the Air Force (Example,
choice would be box 1l, next *2, then #3, etc.) first choice would be 1I, next 02, ther, 13,

etc.)

1 2 3 4 S 2 3 4

I -1 1 2 10S
6 7 

b 9 

10___ I_ __ __ ______ ______



APPENI)I II: Supplenmentary Statistical Tables
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"Taled. 10. Vasiiliti.. of I(. (Com.,po.ite Sorves for All Occupa~tional Group.

POPULATION CAREER-FIELD-DERIVED COMPOSITE SCORE

GROUP COMPOSITE 29 30 3, 32 42 43 53 54 57 60 64 71 73 77 90

"To t a !

PopI-a't, 47 43 44 37 37 43 46 42 ,:1 42 44 46 46 45 44 40

29a 59 74 66 44 51 67 6! 61 51 49 57 63 53 60 60 39

30 32 26 32 21 26 28 30 23 25 25 26 33 33 26 3; 18
31 46 26 41 59 51 29 35 39 41 22 33 .44 38 Q2 43 46
-2 30 17 26 33 40 19 30 22 30 ! 0 20 27 27 24 28 33

42 36 38 39 29 31 43 38 35 30 35 34 39 36 36 35 29
'1 41 43 41 32 33 41 45 37 39 36 37 41 42 42 40 3Y
5 1 5 46 46 37 38 ti4 47 51 39 35 41 44 43 44 45 41
54 i o 30 31 32 30 31 34 32 47 38 34 33 41 36 38 25
57 -17 42 43 43 35 43 46 44 45 65 54 41 47 47 48 44

60 54 49 50 36 40 48 47 45 47 50 57 55 54 49 49 36
64 42 38 41 27 30 39 39 37 31 29 42 45 42 36 38 30

70 52 4 3 45 32 39 43 48 40 43 41 46 51 54 48 46 40
7 6,0 *19 57 48 42 43 60 51 51 46 49 58 56 74 57 47
.7 36 34 35 27 26 31 34 33 31 28 33 35 35 37 36 37
90 38 38 3- 43 40 31 45 39 37 41 37 39 36 42 37 57

"t Thi,; table should le read in the following manner: For the 29 career field the validity of the
population-derived score was .59, for the equation developee on the 29 career field, the validity
was .74, for the equation developed on the 30 career field. the validity was .60, and so on.

Note.- Iiseria1 correlation, coefficients with decimal points omitted.


